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Work @ JUCCE

- Writing (reports, curriculum)
- Research (Chinese market esp. food)
- Organization, despite the name, is mostly focused on food education currently
- Some teaching (elementary school age)

Graphics work from design team

Xikang Lu co-working space
Workspace
Most Rewarding Aspect

- Other interns are super interesting!
- The events and speakers can be very high profile (e.g. treasurer at the NDB)
Clockwise from top left: Yuyuan gardens, the Bund, egg waffles (excursions w/ other interns)
**Impact @ JUCCCE**

- Planning for next fundraising steps
- Concrete, written content for later educational use
- Quick, efficient, & accurate research and writing
Healthy Eating + Event Setup
On Academic and Career Paths

- probably won’t pursue a career in environmental work
- nonprofit experience valuable, but will probably try government or for-profit work in future
- great people though!
- take time during the summer to reflect on path!
The Team

(& korean barbecue photo)
Concluding Remarks

- Shanghai is an bustling, quickly-expanding city. Make sure to try all the food you can!
- JUCCCE is a small nonprofit where you can take a central role rapidly
- nr7@princeton.edu for questions! (I promise I’ll respond quickly!)